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TRIMBLE TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
Work better with integrated, connected technologies
Optimize your business and end-to-end operations to improve productivity and efficiency. Automate your processes, systemize and empower your data, and connect all people across projects. That's the Trimble difference.






What sets Trimble apart
Technology moves fast. At Trimble, we do more than keep pace. Whether it's applying existing solutions in surprising new ways or opening untapped frontiers to bring the future of technology into today's business, we’re leading the way forward.







1,000+
unique patents


15%
of revenue reinvested in R&D


25-50%
efficiency gains over traditional solutions




40+
years of industry leadership


125 countries
providing a robust sales and support network


7 million
metric tons of greenhouse gas emissions prevented annually






Trimble cloud
Interconnected technology in one powerful ecosystem
Combine real-world location data with precise digital workflows and integrated Trimble technology to create true digital transformation. Our Trimble Cloud platform delivers the future of work now.

Let's build a future together 



Innovative technology solutions for the industrial ecosystem
Every day millions of people and businesses across many key industries count on Trimble technologies for their life's work.

Analyzing options for net zero energy construction. Bringing safety and speed to urban telecom operations. Syncing data about farm equipment, people and land in one place. While we have hundreds of technology management solutions and innovations changing the way the world works, our core technologies serve as the foundation for how Trimble helps our customers achieve more.






Analytics technology
How can analytics technologies and data analysis transform your business? Quickly analyze and evaluate vast amounts of information with Trimble technology to get the value and context needed for intelligent, data-driven decision-making throughout project life cycles.
Explore analytics



Autonomy
Exceed industry pace and embrace innovative ways to manage projects with perceptive autonomous systems that guide the way with accuracy, precision and timing. Trimble autonomy technology solutions deliver real-time results right on time.
Explore autonomy



Connectivity technology
Operating at the intersection of the physical and digital worlds, Trimble solutions put innovation into action with real-time connections between field and office, and back again.
Explore connectivity



Extended reality
Trimble's extended reality solutions help our customers connect their digital and physical environments to create an immersive new way to work.
Explore extended reality



Machine control
Built on decades of innovation, Trimble machine control systems combine positioning sensors with computer displays to give operators better insight into and control over their work.
Explore machine control



Modeling technology
Get a clear picture of where you're going before starting the project journey with a modern approach to business. Trimble 3D modeling technology solutions use real-time data flows and enhanced data insights to keep the destination in focus, every step of the way.
Explore modeling



Positioning technology
Positioning services are integrated into the history of Trimble. From providing local support to managing global reach, Trimble GNSS solutions and GPS technology deliver high-accuracy positioning and correction.
Explore positioning



Real-Time Kinematic (RTK)
A breakthrough advancement in GPS accuracy, RTK is a positioning technique that solves accuracy, motion, and timing challenges, enabling satellite positioning systems to deliver highly precise location information.
Explore RTK





TECHNOLOGY CASE STUDY
Bringing new life to degraded landscapes
This Dutch company uses precise positioning technologies to make monitoring tree growth a more efficient, accurate and less labor-intensive process. As a result, they are able to improve tree performance and survival rates.
Read case study



CONNECTED TECHNOLOGY CASE STUDY
Digging deeper into the connected jobsite
A site prep and civil construction specialty contractor uses Trimble cloud technology to connect over 60 machines to 50+ base stations, giving them the ability to push up-to-date designs out to any machine on any jobsite in the world.
Read case study



SUSTAINABILITY CASE STUDY
Better managed critical water and environmental data
San Francisco Public Utilities Commission turns to Trimble technlogies and management solutions to improve tracking and decision-making processes that support evironmental compliance and reporting.
Read case study










          
        
